2015 nissan nv200 taxi

The Nissan NV Taxi is the product of a unique development collaboration. It reflects the input of
hundreds of taxi owners and drivers, and thousands of passengers from all walks of life. Key
features include ample room for four passengers and their luggage, sliding doors with entry
step and grab handles, transparent roof panel, independently controlled rear air conditioning, a
mobile charging station for passengers including a volt electrical outlet and two USB ports ,
antimicrobial and easy-to-clean seat fabric and flat "no hump" passenger floor area for a more
comfortable ride. The NV Taxi comes with Nissan's proven 2. Standard safety equipment
includes roof-mounted curtain supplemental air bags and driver and front-passenger
seat-mounted side-impact supplemental air bags. The NV Taxi is the product of a unique
development collaboration â€” reflecting the input of hundreds of taxi owners and drivers, and
thousands of passengers from all walks of life. Independent strut front suspension with
stabilizer bar, multi-leaf rear suspension with solid axle. Ample room for four passengers and
their luggage, offering substantial improvements over current taxi models; sliding doors with
entry step and grab handles, which provide easier entry, and exit and may lessen risk of
pedestrians, cyclists and other motorists getting struck by doors opening unexpectedly;
transparent roof panel, presenting unique views of the city; independently controlled rear air
conditioning; mobile charging station for passengers, including a volt electrical outlet and two
USB ports; breathable, antimicrobial, environment-friendly, durable and easy-to-clean seat
fabric; flat "no hump" passenger floor area for more comfortable ride; roof-mounted curtain
supplemental air bags and driver and front-passenger seat-mounted side-impact supplemental
air bags. We use cookies to provide you with an innovative and exciting website. Please allow
the use of cookies by clicking the "Accept" button or simply continue browsing. Toggle
Navigation Search Official U. Nissan News Alerts. Select the category below that best describes
your affiliation with Nissan: Select Overview Photos [ 19 ]. Save Remove Download Share.
Download 19 Photos. Show All. High-Resolution Low-Resolution. For more information please
view our Cookies Information. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you
safe. No contact to the questions I asked. Did not answer my question about the price at the
time and didn't get back to me when they knew the price. Awesome people to work with I will
recommend them to all of my contractor friends!!!! Vans of great bridge was awesome they
were very kind ,nice and outgoing we laughed and joke around thanks again loving my new van.
We had plans of visiting this dealership for a test drive, had even spoke on the phone with them
about options. Then they sold the vehicle we were I tested in to someone else. Extremely
unprofessional and would not recommend them to anyone else. The same dealers at a different
location also treated my parents with the same disrespect. Shady area No clear visable sighn of
location Person answering phone sounded sceptical and more confused than what he knew.
Questioned if i has the right location when the asdress i gave him was from the websight.
Promptly responded and kept in touch. Worked with my schedule but I ended up buy from a
private seller. I had a good experience. There was no pressure, Chris was honest. Was more
than willing to work to make sure I was happy with the car as far as having a mechanic take a
look at it. I would do business here again. Great service from start to finish! They are honest
and are not pushy salespeople. If they have the car you are looking for, I would definitely
recommend trying them first. This is the second vehicle I purchased from Park Motor Cars. They
were extreme helpful I would highly recommend them. They continued to contact while I was
looking for a new Miata however they did not have the car I wanted. I would recommend them
for their persistance and professionalism. Very responsive, honest and helpful. Provided
additional videos and photos of the vehicle. David was honest about the mechanical issues with
the vehicle which prevented me from investing in a troubled vehicle. Barney was completely
accommodating and helpful. Went the extra mile to help us in a special long distance situation. I
was promptly contacted via email. However the automobile I am-was interested in the dealers
owner was driving. The salesperson has tried to redirect me to other vehicles wo the options I
want. Hands down this dealership went above and beyond for me. The sales person wonderful
customer service ''Rafael'' and the Finance person again above and beyond ''Moe'' thank you so
much. Thank you again Golden Auto Group. Hopefully I'll pay this car asap. So you guys can
get a Corvette for me lol.. I called because they didn't contact me i was very interested i ask if
there was a scratch on right side she said yes and sent me more pics it was more than a scratch
and said they were getting repaired and would let me know i texted her for update no response.
For , this 2-seat compact cargo-carrying minivan successfully continues this venture in
providing small business owners with an agile, inexpensive, and fuel-miserly alternative to the
Ford Transits, Ram Cargo Vans and Mercedes-Benz Sprinters of the world. Again available in 2
trims, the basic S and marginally up-featured SV, this pint-size van has been the recipient of a
few subtle upgrades for the upcoming model year. For instance, a pair of new exterior colors,
Cayenne Red and Graphite Blue, are now available, while rear parking sensors and a glass

package for the side-mounted, sliding cargo doors also make their debut. Of course, those
standard sliding doors complement the also-standard rear barn doors that ease loading and
unloading challenges. Cargo area to the seatbacks is an impressive The just-peppy-enough 2.
Facing facts, the NV is a work vehicle, thus bells and whistles are few and far between. The base
S trim, for instance, gets only the essentials like inch steel wheels, vinyl and cloth upholstery, a
fold-flat passenger seat, power windows, and tilt-wheel steering. Moving up to the SV, look for
such additional standard goodies as remote keyless door locks, a trip computer, cruise control,
and cargo tie-downs. Finally, standard safety equipment adorning the NV includes 4-wheel
antilock brakes, side-mounted and head airbags, daytime running lights, and a remote antitheft
alarm. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on
CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all,
over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their
area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on
CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price,
mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And
if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available
financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75
mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Nissan NV listings in your area Search Coronavirus update:
New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Private Seller:
Maria. Brooklyn, NY Message Seller. CarGurus Pay. Authorized Nissan Dealer. Request
Information. Read more. Why Use CarGurus? More stars mean safer cars. Learn about crash
test ratings. Combines Driver and Passenger star ratings into a single frontal rating. The frontal
barrier test simulates a head-on collision between two similar vehicles, each moving at 35 mph.
The Side Barrier test simulates an intersection collision between a standing vehicle and moving
barrier at The Side Pole Barrier test simulates a crash into a fixed object like a tree or utility
pole. The Rollover Resistance test measures the risk of rollover in a single-vehicle,
loss-of-control scenario. Learn about safety technology. This is a record of safety issues for
vehicles of this year, make, model and trim. The vehicle identification number tells you if your
car is affected. Learn about our recall process. Report a problem with your vehicle, tires, car
seats or other equipment. We review every problem as we work to keep our roads safe. Report a
safety problem. Every vehicle has a unique VIN. Enter a VIN to learn if a specific vehicle needs
to be repaired as part of a recall. Recall information from this VIN lookup tool is provided by the
manufacturer conducting the recall. Skip to main content. United States Department of
Transportation. Report a Problem. Toggle navigation Homepage. Look up another vehicle
Vehicle Comparison Tool. Compare safety information. Search Vehicles Vehicle Comparison
Tool. Safety Ratings. Learn about crash test ratings Combines Driver and Passenger star
ratings into a single frontal rating. Learn about our recall process Have a safety problem?
Report a safety problem Find recalls by VIN. Search by VIN. Recently Searched. Make Model
Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details. Recent Arrival! I personally bought this vehicle
myself. I only buy the nicest pre-driven vehicles. I won't sell you a vehicle with dings and
scratches all over the surface. Great news, this vehicle comes with our No Worry Warranty! I
make sure all of my pre-driven vehicles pass our pt Plus Inspection and the details are available
for you to read. If my mechanic says that the vehicle needs tires or brakes, for example, then
that's what the vehicle gets. Most dealers won't do this! The Hawkinson's have been in the car
business since Our reputation is for low pricing and a hassle free buying experience. The
Hawkinson's treat their employees and customers with dignity and respect. This is why I love
working here. There is always a Hawkinson in the showroom to say hello and greet you! I hope
to meet you soon. Our way, is considerate of your time, knowledgeable of our products and
both a hassle-free and no pressure experience! In order to receive the Hawkinson online pricing
customer s must apply for financing through Hawkinson Auto Group. Price does not include
dealer added options or taxes,tags or dealer fees. Fresh Unit! More Info coming or please call
for details! Hawkinson Kia-Nissan has over Google Reviews! Excellent condition, very well kept,
economic, Save gas and money, lots of extras, divider, Shelving, roof racks, automatic, very
clean, Priced to sell, clean title, we offer commercial Financing. We approve beacon scores as
low and higher. No Credit, Bankruptcy, previous repossessions, first time buyers, and students
can get Approved! Our entire inventory goes through a complete safety inspection certification
prior to making it available for sale. This inspection is to ensure the complete safety of our
valuable customer. If you want a hassle free car buying experience with a large selection of
vehicles. Information deemed reliable, but not guaranteed. Interested parties should confirm all
data before relying on it to make a purchase decision. All prices and specifications are subject
to change without notice. Prices shown are cash prices and do not include additional fees such
as government fees and taxes, title and registration fees, finance charges, dealer document

preparation fees, processing fees, and emission testing and compliance charges. Odometer is
miles below market average! This warranty includes our powertrain coverage plus other
components of steering, suspension, brake and electrical systems. Wholesale Prices Available
to Public now! Lowest Prices in the Market All our vehicles smoged, safety and available for
buyer's mechanic inspection. We have financing available for all our vehicles, we have more
banks with the best rates available for everyone. We provide Carfax history reports for all our
vehicles. Promotions- Offers are limited time only. Check the expiration dates prior to purchase.
To ensure your complete satisfaction, We strongly advise, as it is your responsibility to verify
with the dealer that all the details listed, including complete vehicle specification and price are
accurate. Please call or email. Financing- We finance anyone O. On approved down payment.
Rates as low as 3. Touch Screen, 2 Speakers, 5. We do not mark them up, to mark them down!
Our entire team is committed to helping you buy a car the way we would want to buy a car! We
utilize state-of-the-art technology to constantly monitor pricing trends in order to offer our
shoppers the best competitive pricing and value. We offer many automotive products and
services to our Los Angeles area customers. From quality new Nissan vehicles to used cars, we
know anyone looking for a vehicle in Los Angeles will likely find what they want at our
dealership. Horsepower calculations based on trim engine configuration. Fuel economy
calculations based on original manufacturer data for trim engine configuration. Please confirm
the accuracy of the included equipment by calling us prior to purchase. Clean Title. It comes
powered by the 2. This great van has been through a complete mechanical check-over, has
been freshly serviced and detailed, and comes backed by our lifetime powertrain warranty, so
you can make your important purchase with confidence and peace of mind! Print this page and
call us Now We have the largest selection of used cars, trucks, SUVs, and minivans. All types of
financing available. STA Auto Group also specializes in special credit financing. We can help!
One of our seasoned, friendly salespeople will be happy to explore our inventory with you, to
help you find the best option for you. You can sell your car to us and drive home happy in a
quality-checked, reliable pre-owned vehicle. Don't buy new; buy used and save! If you prefer
shopping online, we also offer an extensive online inventory, complete with Carfax vehicle
history reports. Make us an offer from the comfort of your home, or call us for the sale price.
Must see!! Why pay more?? Online at Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save
Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius.
Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Trim S SV Engine Details
Transmission Automatic Engine Type Gas Drivetrain Front Wheel Drive Cylinders 4 cylinders
Interior Color Gray. Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with
recent price drops. No accidents. Check Availability. Price Drop. Frame damage. Title issue.
New Listing. Showing 1 - 18 out of listings. Overall Consumer Rating. Some minor issues when
first bought such as steering noises and vibrations at around 15k miles and tire wear issues doe
to the fact that they are too small, went to 2 size bigger and aluminum rims and problem solved.
Now have 40k miles and haven't had a single problem with this vehicle, hope it stays that way.
Sign Up. The vehicle was unveiled at the Tokyo Motor Show with a remote control panel for a
spider camera, equipment for organizing and editing photographs and images while on
assignment , [8] [9] followed by the Nissan Tenjin Motor Show. Available in Combi and
passenger car versions, NV was built on a modified version of Nissan's B Platform, with fully
independent strut type front suspension mounted on a separate subframe and a leaf spring rear
axle. The vehicle went on sale in Japan before summer , followed by Europe in autumn and then
in China and other markets. China model went on sale on June 18, Sales of European models of
NV van and combi began from October in most European markets, followed by Family version
in Early models include 1. As of February 1, , Nissan has announced discontinuing production
of NV, only electric model e-NV remains in production with good customer demand after
40kWh-model release. Nissan intends to release a new model with Renault called NV, which will
be sibling of Renault Kangoo , which is expected to be EV too. They went on sale in Japan on
October 27, Early Delica D:3 models include the M 5-seater and G 7-seater. This is a version of
Nissan NV with 2. A more extensive 6-month trial with 28 units delivered to British Gas began in
the UK in November The Evalia was launched in India on September 27, Maruti Ertiga's highest
selling point is its low price that has set the ball rolling for the new compact MPV in the Indian
car market. After feedback, and to meet new stricter European emissions legislation, Nissan
offered production versions from January based on a 1. The project was shelved later in , with a
revised proposal being announced in , citing to come to fruition if the British Government
approved electrification of the London Taxi network. The vehicle was unveiled at the Chicago
Auto Show. US models went on sale at Nissan Commercial Vehicle dealers beginning in early as
model year vehicles. Early models include a 2. Indian model went on sale in September The
vehicle went on sale as model year vehicle. The vehicle entered the New York City's taxi fleet

near the end of October Saxe finding that the commission's mandate was in fact legal. It is a
version of NV New York City taxi with rear ramp for wheelchair access, integrated restraint
system for securing of wheelchairs. The introductory lineup consisted of the S and SV models.
Launched in June , the car was scheduled to go on sale in Europe in the same month and in
Japan in October. Chevrolet planned target the vehicle towards the business sector and would
be slotted below its full-sized Express van. The LT trim includes a 5. The latter was also
available as an option for the LS trim. The vehicle made its debut at the Chicago Auto Show [90]
and went on sale in the fall of Chevrolet discontinued sales on the City Express in , and
informed dealers to immediately stop taking orders, citing disappointing sales and
non-compatibility with GM parts. The passenger compartment was judged to be unstable and
the car was penalised. Similarly, the driver's footwell was found to have ruptured and was
unstable and a further penalty was applied. European models of NV were produced in Japan,
until production started at Nissan's plant in Barcelona in November An electric van based on NV
is in production. Nissan Motor Co. As of August 30, , sales of Nissan NV reached , units. Nissan
was awarded a year contract to provide the city exclusively with some 13, yellow cabs, starting
in Planned activations include: [] []. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Redirected from
E-NV Motor vehicle. Retrieved Archived from the original on Archived from the original on
February 2, April 23, Archived from the original on September 4, Retrieved August 12,
Zhengzhou Nissan. June 18, Archived from the original on February 19, Noticias Nissan. Nissan
Online Newsroom. Archived from the original on September 21, Green Car Congress. Green Car
Reports. Archived from the original on October 1, August 6, Archived from the original on March
3, Nissan Motor Corporation. Archived from the original on August 14, November 12, Retrieved
7 January January 6, Auto Express. Retrieved 14 January July 16, My Electric Car Forums.
Retrieved 22 February Nissan GB. GM Media. Retrieved 24 May FOX News. January 13,
Retrieved 8 June Nissan Motor Company. Alfa Romeo Nissan Autoveicoli S. HR UD. Nissan road
car timeline, European market, sâ€”present. Links to related articles. Chevrolet vehicles.
Established in , a division of General Motors since Express N N Orlando Spin. Category
Commons. Mitsubishi Motors vehicles. A shareholding of Nissan. Type Hidden categories: All
articles with dead external links Articles with dead external links from February Articles with
permanently dead external links Articles with Japanese-language sources ja CS1
Chinese-language sources zh Webarchive template wayback links CS1 Japanese-language
sources ja CS1 errors: missing title CS1 errors: bare URL CS1 French-language sources fr
Articles with short description Short description is different from Wikidata Commons category
link is on Wikidata Commons category link is locally defined. Namespaces Article Talk. Views
Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file.
Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. A grey Nissan NV van. Front-engine,
front-wheel-drive Front-engine, four-wheel-drive. Petrol : 1. CVT 4-speed automatic 5-speed
manual 6-speed manual Europe. Nissan NV Europe. Wikimedia Commons has media related to
Nissan NV Wikimedia Commons has media related to Chevrolet City Express. Straight-3 HR UD.
City car. Micra K Sunny B Cherry N Sunny N Almera N Tiida C Pulsar C Stanza T Bluebird
Bluebird U Primera P Laurel C Maxima J Maxima QX A Teana J Silvia S Sports car. GT-R R
Compact MPV. Prairie M Almera Tino. Note E Large MPV. Serena C Juke F Qashqai J X-Trail T
Murano Z Compact SUV. Terrano II R Mid-size SUV. Terrano WD Pathfinder R Full-size SUV.
Patrol Patrol Y Pickup D NP Datsun Vanette. NV Datsun Urvan. Subcompact crossover SUV.
Compact crossover SUV. Captiva Sport. Mid-size crossover SUV. Full-size crossover SUV. Mini
SUV. Grand Vitara. S Blazer. Grand Blazer. K5 Blazer. Coupe utility. Chevy El Camino. Compact
pickup. LUV D-Max. Mid-size pickup. Full-size pickup. Lumina APV. Trans Sport. Town Box.
Grand Lancer. Sport compact. Lancer Evolution X. Mini MPV. Colt Plus. Delica D Lancer Cargo.
Eclipse Cross. Pajero Mini. Pickup truck. Light commercial vehicle. Colt TSS. The Nissan NV
Taxi is the product of a unique development collaboration. It reflects the input of hundreds of
taxi owners and drivers, and thousands of passengers from all walks of life. Key features
include ample room for four passengers and their luggage, sliding doors with entry step and
grab handles, transparent roof panel, independently controlled rear air conditioning, a mobile
charging station for passengers including a volt electrical outlet and two USB ports ,
antimicrobial and easy-to-clean seat fabric and flat "no hump" passenger floor area for a more
comfortable ride. The NV Taxi comes with Nissan's proven 2. Standard safety equipment
includes roof-mounted curtain supplemental air bags and driver and front-passenger
seat-mounted side-impact supplemental air bags. The NV Taxi is the product of a unique
development collaboration â€” reflecting the input of hundreds of taxi owners and drivers, and
thousands of passengers from all walks of life. Independent strut front suspension with
stabilizer bar, multi-leaf rear suspension with solid axle. Ample room for four passengers and
their luggage, offering substantial improvements over current taxi models; sliding doors with

entry step and grab handles, which provide easier entry, and exit and may lessen risk of
pedestrians, cyclists and other motorists getting struck by doors opening unexpectedly;
transparent roof panel, presenting unique views of the city; independently controlled rear air
conditioning; mobile charging station for passengers, including a volt electrical outlet and two
USB ports; breathable, antimicrobial, environment-friendly, durable and easy-to-clean seat
fabric; flat "no hump" passenger floor area for more comfortable ride; roof-mounted curtain
supplemental air bags and driver and front-passenger seat-mounted side-impact supplemental
air bags. We use cookies to provide you with an innovative and exciting website. Please allow
the use of cookies by clicking the "Accept" button or simply continue browsing. Toggle
Navigation Search Official U. Nissan News Alerts. Select the category below that best describes
your affiliation with Nissan: Select Overview Photos [ 19 ]. Save Remove Download Share.
Download 19 Photos. Show All. High-Resolution Low-Resolution. For more information please
view our Cookies Information. It's best known as London's black cab or 'Hackney Carriage', and
it's known the world over for its iconic shape. Nissan has incorporated the black cab's famous
face onto its new London taxi--with limited success. But the real story is the electric version,
which makes its debut in Towards the end of its life, the old Austin FX4 cabs used 2. But all
have been diesel, and in its crackdown against inner-city emissions--London is one of the most
polluted in Europe--diesel taxis are falling out of favor. The cab also includes some of the
features found in the New York version, such as a panoramic glass roof to let fares admire the
scenery. It should be more pleasant to drive, too--current London cabs aren't designed for a
comfortable driving environment. London versions are unique among NVs, getting an
extra-tight foot turning circle. This is required for all Hackney Carriages and is based off the
tight entrance roundabout at the Savoy Hotel. In , an electric version of the cab will appear,
based on the e-NV Nissan has showcased over recent years. Using a Leaf-derived drivetrain, it'll
cut those local emissions down to zero, and reduce running costs. The electric taxi will hit the
streets five years before the London Mayor's target of The NV is already an acquired taste--one
New Yorkers will have to get used to replacing the iconic Crown Vic taxis. But equipped with a
chrome grille and round headlights, designed to echo the existing cabs, we aren't sure
London's streets will be easier on the eye I agree to receive emails from Green Car Reports. I
understand that I can unsubscribe at any time. Privacy Policy. Alpha Motors shows us how
retro-cute EVs can be styled for America. Karma prices the GS-6 plug-in hybrid. Virginia signs
on with California standards. This and more, here at Green Car Reports. The Toyota Mirai is no
template for the brand's future electric cars, but it sends plenty of signals about how the
brand's EVs might drive. The plug-in hybrid version of the GS-6 costs much less than the
Revero GT and aligns this descendant with the pricing and sales targets of the original Fisker
Karma. Alpha Motors is among many recent startup EV efforts with some very attractive
designsâ€”but of course, that's only the start. GM has a fix for Bolt EV models and their
hobbled charging. Mercedes is saying no to an all-electric timeline. And Hyundai is getting
serious about battery leasing. Internal-combustion models serve as a "cash-machine" to fund
future EVs, according to the company's CEO. Emissions is important to car buyers. The Tesla
Model 3 and Model Y get a price cut. Volta turns to U. And Ford pushes toward making its cars
in Europe all-electric. Contribute: Send us a tip Comment Contact the editor. Panoramic Glass
Roof: Transparent solar cells to let Audi capture energy Audi Sport: Audi e-tron GT electric
sports car is its take on Share This Article:. Follow Us Today:. Green Car Reports Newsletter
Sign up to get the latest green car and environmental news, delivered to your inbox daily! Sign
Up Today! The best-driving sedan Toyota already makes is an electric car The Toyota Mirai is no
template for the brand's future electric cars, but it sends plenty of signals about how the
brand's EVs might drive. Bengt Halvorson February 22, Virginia adopts EV-boosting California
clean car standards, with support of dealers Virginia is the next state to adopt stricter standards
on the way to a potential EV mandate. Stephen Edelstein February 22, Karma prices GS-6
plug-in hybrid arriving soon, teases electric SUV due in The plug-in hybrid version of the GS-6
costs much less than the Revero GT and aligns this descendant with the pricing and sales
targets of the original Fisker Karma. Stephen Edelstein February 21, Bengt Halvorson February
20, Bengt Halvorson February 19, Hyundai explores battery leasing to lower EV prices,
coordinate reuse Could leasing the battery pack make Hyundai's upcoming electric cars much
more affordable? Stephen Edelstein February 19, Mercedes parent Daimler: No expiration date
for gas and diesel sales Internal-combustion models serve as a "cash-machine" to fund future
EVs, according to the company's CEO. Bengt Halvorson February 18, Charging Mobility
Sustainability. Gas Mileage Hybrids Electric Cars. Alt Fuels Diesel Cars Features. Green Car
Reports Newsletter. Millions of Nissan and Infiniti vehicles around the world have a
passenger-side front airbag that may not deploy properly in a crash. They will be recalled.
Actually, Mercedes is essentially taking all matters Favourite added temporarily. To add it to

your profile, you will need to sign in. News Quality car insurance coverage, at competitive
prices. Ask for a car insurance quote today. Nashville, TN -- It's probably not too often that
residents of the tony Belle Meade subdivision near Nashville see a New York taxi cruising their
tree-lined roads. Needless to say I felt more than a bit conspicuous driving the bright yellow NV
Taxi through the quiet neighbourhood. Eyes ahead and trying to go unnoticed, I half expected
someone to flag me down. What is the Nissan NV Taxi? Based on Nissan's four-door compact
cargo van, the NV Taxi was developed purposely as a taxi for large urban centres. Nissan calls it
the "product of a unique development collaboration. With room for four passengers and their
luggage, and many comfort and convenience features, the NV makes an ideal taxi -- at least New
York City thought so, and made it its newest cab. Inside, upholstery is made from a
stain-resistant, easy-to-clean fabric that's antimicrobial. The powertrain is the 2. It's mated to an
Xtronic continuously variable transmission. Up front is an independent strut system with sway
bar, while the rear suspension consists of a solid axle with multi-leaf springs. Available
technology includes a 5. It's a special paint without clearcoat, making it easier to touch up the
inevitable scrapes and scratches. On the roof, you'll find the expected vacancy light bar, while
behind the grille is an emergency "call " warning light that can be activated by a dash-mounted
button. There's a huge amount of legroom and headroom in the NV Taxi when compared to a
conventional cab. The panoramic sunroof overhead lets in plenty of light making it feel even
more open and airy. The passenger compartment is tough and rugged from upholstery to flat
carpeted floor with no cracks or crevasses for items to be lost in. Aside from climate controls
and personal device charging areas, passengers also get their own video screens. Sliding doors
with an automatically retracting step not only make passenger entry and exit easy, but there are
no doors to swing out into busy traffic. Upright seating for the driver is comfortable, and the
front passenger seat folds down flat to provide a convenient work-space. Unfortunately, I didn't
manage to gather up any fares, so I had no way of testing how well the acrylic divider worked at
blocking out obnoxious and distracting
slk owners club
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behaviour from the rear passenger compartment. An intercom system enables communication
between passengers and the driver. While the powertrain components are the same as the
regular NV, they've been toughened up to handle the rigours of a busy working taxi. The
steering is a little rubbery, but the NV Taxi handles better than its tall, slab-sided profile might
suggest, and the brakes are terrific. The backup camera and big side mirrors make threading it
into tight parking spaces a snap. Road Tests and Reviews. Be the first to review this vehicle.
Space and Access. Driving Dynamics. General Appreciation. I want my review to be anonymous.
Forgot your password? Click here. Please login to submit your evaluation. Article Gallery. See
the complete Gallery. You May Also Like. Nissan recalls over 3. More Articles. From this author.
Articles By Lesley Wimbush. Nissan Frontier Diesel First Impression. Latest Videos. See More
Photos and Videos. Successful Operation Favourite added temporarily.

